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Golden Gate Slot Review
By pressing play, you agree that you are above legal age in your
jurisdiction and that your  jurisdiction allows online gambling.
Golden Gate
Those of
you who had a chance to visit San Francisco know how special this Californian  city is.
Seeing the famous Golden Gate Bridge in person is an incredible experience, and this
video slot will surely  increase your desire to visit San Francisco. Merkur Gaming’s
video slot is inspired by The Golden Gate, which connects San  Francisco Bay to the
Pacific Ocean. Spinning 5 reels and waiting for amazing symbols to land on 10 paylines
will  keep you entertained. Join this sunny adventure and win some amazing
prizes.
Welcome to San Francisco!
As you enter this fantastically designed  video slot,
you’ll immediately start California dreaming, and remember that dreams do come true
once in a while. The colors  of Golden Gate video slot are perfectly blended together
and they bring out positive mood. The sunset over San Francisco  and fascinating Golden
Gate Bridge will put a wide smile on your face. The soundtrack is also very cheerful
and  animations are absolutely great. The entire vibe of this game is casual and you’ll
enjoy it if you don’t like  tense games. When it comes to symbols, you’ll see a red fire
truck, a blue Cadillac, an orange tree, and  lanterns.
Creating winning combinations of
these symbols will make you love San Francisco even more. If you’re having trouble with
that,  The Golden Gate Bridge, also known as the Wild symbol, is always there to help
you out by stepping in  for a missing symbol. The only symbol it can’t replace is the
Scatter, represented by a Cable Car. The low  paying symbols are colorful playing cards
A, K, Q, J.
Cross the Bridge Three Times for Luck
Golden Gate video slot is
 recognizable by its Max Win Lottery and if you’re lucky enough, triggering this feature
will make you celebrate the day  you decided to visit San Francisco and cross the Golden
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Gate Bridge.
As we all know, the Wild is a special  symbol helpful when it comes to
forming winning combos. You’ll be happy to hear that your winnings will be doubled  once
this symbol performs its magic.
Another special symbol is involved in triggering a
special feature we already mentioned, and it’s  called Max Win Lottery. By landing 3
Scatter symbols, you’ll receive a massive cash prize!
Finally, a well-known gambling
game called  Card Gamble is also available in Golden Gate video slot. It can be played
after each win in order to  double your winnings. If you make a mistake while choosing
the color of the next card, you’ll lose your stake,  so be careful.
Great Cities Offer
Great Opportunities
Golden Gate video slot is a game based on an amazing city filled
with  breathtaking scenery. San Francisco is a place easy to love and very hard to
leave, and this slot may feel  the same. It’s authentic with its design, animations, and
soundtrack. The special feature may not be that interesting, but giving  that you can
win the lottery and you have a chance to double your winnings, we can say they are  more
than good. Let this magical city charm you so you can take home beautiful memories and
great prizes!
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